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The so-called family of finite copying parallel rewriting systems is
considered in this work, including well-known generative devices and
transducers as for instance the deterministic tree-walking transducers,
the string generating context-free hypergraph grammars, and the multi-
ple context-free grammars. Two parameters have been defined in the
literature for all of the above systems, called the degree of synchronized
parallelism and the degree of independent parallelism. When constant
bounds are imposed on these parameters, the subclasses of languages
generated by the above systems form a two-dimensional hierarchy.
In this paper we investigate the interactions between these two
parameters and establish new inclusion and separation results for sub-
classes of the hierarchy. More precisely, for a full half of the hierarchy
we provide necessary and sufficient conditions to determine when a
language subclass defined by an integer bound of r on the degree of
independent parallelism is included in, includes, or is incomparable
with a subclass defined by a bound of r&1 on the same parameter. This
means that, in the given range, we can exactly determine which
increase in the degree of synchronized parallelism must be taken
in order to compensate for a reduction of one unit in the degree of
independent parallelism. This solves a question left open in the
literature. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The family of finite copying parallel rewriting systems
includes, among others, the following well-known gene-
rative devices (we treat transducers as controlled generative
devices): The deterministic tree-walking transducers [1],
the finite copying top-down tree-to-string transducers [5],
the string generating context-free hypergraph grammars
[2, 6], the string-based linear context-free rewriting systems
[17], and the multiple context-free grammars [15]. A deter-
ministic tree-walking transducer is an automaton with a
finite state control, that visits in checking mode an input
tree generated by a context-free grammar and outputs a
translation string. The finite copying top-down tree-to-
string transducers are parallel rewriting devices that take a
tree as input and convert it through a series of rewrite steps
in which the root node of some tree in the sentential form is
consumed, and the subtrees that are immediately dominated
by this node are rearranged. Rewriting is controlled by
states which are explicitly represented in the sentential form.
The string generating context-free hypergraph grammars
are rewriting systems that derive sets of edge-labeled hyper-
graphs, with the restriction that the generated terminal
hypergraphs are chain-like and, thus, represent strings. In
these systems each production specifies some replacement of
a labeled hyperedge with a hypergraph, along with par-
ticular conditions that allow the replacing hypergraph to be
embedded within the host hypergraph. The string-based
linear context-free rewriting systems and the multiple con-
text-free grammars have been independently introduced in
the literature but are both based on the same idea. In these
systems derivations produce tuples of strings, and each
production is associated with a function that combines,
without copying, the tuple components obtained as the
product of the derivation of the right-hand side symbols.
All the above systems are syntactically quite different one
from the other, and they use primitive operations defined
over different domains, as strings, trees, and graphs.
Furthermore, these systems have been independently intro-
duced in the literature with rather different motivations, as
for instance the theory of translation, syntax directed com-
pilers, syntactic pattern matching, visual languages, natural
language modeling, machine translation, and computa-
tional biology. Despite of these differences, it was later
found that the above-mentioned rewriting systems have all
the same weak generative capacity. More precisely, let
r, f 1 be two integers. Then all of the following subclasses
of rewriting systems generate the same class of languages,
called here Lr, f (see the above references for definitions):
the deterministic tree-walking transducers with rank bounded
by r and with crossing number bounded by f; the finite
copying top-down tree-to-string transducers with rank
bounded by r and with finite copying degree bounded by f;
the context-free hypergraph grammars with rank bounded
by r and with maximum number of tentacles bounded by 2 f;
the linear context-free rewriting systems and the multiple
context-free grammars with rank bounded by r and with
fan-out bounded by f. These results have been shown in [5,
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4, 12, and 18]; the reader is also referred to [12] for a
thorough discussion of all these relations.
The parameters r and f above have been called the degree
of independent parallelism and the degree of synchronized
parallelism, respectively, and have the following natural
interpretation (see [5, p. 151]). The degree of independent
parallelism indicates the maximum number of independent
rewriting processes that can be simultaneously instantiated
in an elementary step of a given system. The degree of
synchronized parallelism is the maximum number of syn-
chronized rewriting processes that can be instantiated by
the system in a derivation, where two rewriting processes
are synchronized if they are based on a common underlying
derivation. To give some examples, context-free grammars
have degree of independent parallelism bounded by the
maximum number of nonterminals appearing in the right-
hand side of a production, and degree of synchronized
parallelism bounded by one; that is, no two subderivations
can be synchronized. The ETOL systems of finite index [9,
13] have a degree of synchronized parallelism bounded by
the index of the system, and the degree of independent
parallelism bounded by one.
The term finite copying parallel rewriting languages with a
degree of independent and synchronized parallelism bounded
by r and f has been used in the literature for the classes Lr, f ,
r, f1, characterized as above. From the definition, we
have that Lr, f Lr+1, f and Lr, f Lr, f +1 for any r, f1.
Then these classes form a two-dimensional hierarchy, which
is called here the finite copying hierarchy. The investigation
of the inclusionseparation relations between different
classes in the finite copying hierarchy is the goal of this
paper. The relation Lr, f 3 Lr$, f &1 for any r, r$1 and f2
has been shown in [5].1 This means that (i) the finite copy-
ing hierarchy does not collapse in the dimension induced by
the degree of synchronized parallelism and (ii) the degree of
synchronized parallelism cannot be ‘‘traded’’ for the degree
of independent parallelism; that is, we cannot in general
preserve a language class if we reduce its degree of syn-
chronized parallelism and increase its degree of independent
parallelism. Only recently it has been shown in [12] that
Lr, f 3 Lr&1, f for any r, f2 with (r, f ){(3, 2); that
is (iii) the finite copying hierarchy does not collapse in
the dimension induced by the degree of independent
parallelism. In [12] it has also been shown that (iv) it is,
instead, possible to trade the degree of independent
parallelism for the degree of synchronized parallelism. This
means that for any r, f1 there exists f $ such that
Lr, f L2, f $ .
The original contribution of this paper is stated in what
follows. For every f2 and every rmax[ f, 3], we deter-
mine the minimal f $ such that Lr, f Lr&1, f $ : for r<2 f we
have f $=2 f &2 (Theorem 5) and for r2 f we have
f $=2 f &1 (Theorem 7). Using this result, together with the
already mentioned separation results provided in [5, 12],
we have necessary and sufficient conditions to determine for
a full half of the finite copying hierarchy when class Lr, f is
included in, includes, or is incomparable with class Lr&1, f $ .
The result presented in this paper is achieved by providing
new separation results for members of the finite copying
hierarchy and a new construction for trading the degree of
independent parallelism for the degree of synchronized
parallelism, which improves the one given in [12]. Using
our separation results, we then show that the studied con-
struction is optimal. We emphasize that the above results
carry over to all previously mentioned classes of finite copy-
ing parallel rewriting systems. Thus we solve a question
about the finite copying hierarchy that has been left open in
[12]. The results in this paper are obtained by working with
the class of local unordered scattered context grammars
(LUSCG), introduced in [12] to characterize the finite
copying parallel rewriting languages. The choice of LUSCG
renders the proofs more intuitive, due to the intrinsic
parallelism of these systems. We believe that the original
techniques used in this paper, based on the notion of rendez-
vous between different symbols in a string, can be
generalized in order to complete our actual knowledge of
the finite copying hierarchy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we introduce LUSCG and define two parameters
that implement within these systems the degree of syn-
chronized and independent parallelism. In Section 3 we
introduce a specific family of languages that can be
generated by the class LUSCG. This family is then used
in Section 4 to separate subclasses of LUSCG defined by
constant bounds on the degree of independent and
synchronized parallelism. In Section 5 we present a con-
struction for trading the degree of independent parallelism
for the degree of synchronized parallelism. We then prove
that the construction is optimal in a range that covers half
of the finite copying hierarchy. Finally, in Section 6 we
provide some discussion of our results and present some
open problems for the finite copying hierarchy. In the final
appendix, we report the proof of two technical lemmas that
are used in Section 4.
2. LOCAL UNORDERED SCATTERED
CONTEXT GRAMMARS
Let V be a finite alphabet. As usual, V* denotes the set of
all finite strings over V, including the empty string =, and
V+ denotes V*&[=]. Let w # V*; |w| denotes the length of
w, with |=|=0. Let x # V* and k0; we say that x occurs k
times in w if w= yi xzi for 1ik, and yi { yj for i{ j. We
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say that x occurs exactly k times in w, written *x(w)=k, if
x occurs k times but not k+1 times in w. For 1i|w|, we
write w(i) for the i th symbol in w (from left to right). We
also write [w](i)= j if w= yz, | y|=i, and *w(i)( y)= j; that
is, symbol w(i) occurs exactly j times among the first i
symbols of w.
We are interested in counting the number of times that
occurrences of distinguishable symbols appear in con-
secutive (adjacent) positions within a given string. This can
be done using the following notion. Let a, b # V, w # V*, and
k0. If a{b and *ab(w)=k, then we say that a has k
rendezvous with b in w, and write rv(a, b, w)=k. We define
rv(a, a, w)=0.
We now introduce the class of local unordered scattered
context grammars. This class has been defined in [12],
where it is shown that it characterizes the family of finite
copying parallel rewriting languages. Local unordered scat-
tered context grammars are obtained by imposing a restric-
tion on the derivation relation for a class of rewriting
systems called unordered scattered context grammars,
introduced in [10, 11] (see also [3, 14]). The imposed
restriction, that in [12] has been called locality, forces each
production to rewrite only symbols which were previously
introduced together in a single step of the derivation. The
reader is referred to [12] for a discussion of the relationship
between unordered scattered context grammars and local
unordered scattered context grammars.
Definition 1. A local unordered scattered context
grammar (LUSCG for short) is a quadruple G=(VN , VT ,
P, S), where VN and VT are finite, disjoint sets of nonter-
minal and terminal symbols, respectively, S # VN is the start
symbol and P is a finite set of productions having the form
(A1 , ..., At)  (:1 , ..., :t), t1, Ai # VN , :i # (VN _ VT)*,
1it.
The class of all local unordered scattered context gram-
mars is also denoted LUSCG. The following conventions
are used throughout this paper. Symbols :, ;, #, . . . denote
strings in (VN _ VT)*; symbols u, v, w, . . . denote strings in
V*T; symbols A, B, C, . . . denote elements in VN ; symbols
a, b, c, . . . denote elements in VT; and symbols X, Y denote
elements in VN _ VT. Strings :i+1:i+2 } } } :i+$ and
:i+1;i+1 :i+2;i+2 } } } :i+$;i+$ both equal = whenever
$=0.
Before introducing the notion of derivation associated
with the class LUSCG, we need some additional notation.
In what follows each string in (VN _ VT)* is viewed as a
sequence of distinguishable occurrences of symbols in
VN _ VT. Assume that strings #, $ # (VN _ VT)* have the
form #=#0:1 #1 } } } #t&1:t #t and $=#0:$1#1 } } } #t&1:$t#t for
certain strings #0 , ..., #t , :1 , ..., :t , and :$1 , ..., :$t in
(VN _ VT)*. Let B be a nonterminal. If, for some 0dt,
#d=#$dB#"d , then
#=#0:1 #1 } } } :d#$dB#"d :d+1 } } } #t&1:t#t ,
$=#0:$1 #1 } } } :$d#$dB#"d :$d+1 } } } #t&1:$t#t ,
and we say that the indicated occurrence of nonterminal B
in $ corresponds to the indicated occurrence of B in #.
An equivalence relation I is said to be associated with a
string # # (VN _ VT)* if I is defined on the set of occurrences
of nonterminals in #. We are now ready to introduce the
definition of the derive relation associated with the class
LUSCG.
Definition 2. Let G=(VN , VT , P, S) be a LUSCG.
G is associated with a binary relation O G over the set of
pairs consisting of a string in (VN _ VT)* and an associated
equivalence relation. We write (#, I#) O G ($, I$) if and only
if:
(i) there exist p=(A1 , ..., At)  (:1 , ..., :t) in P and an
arbitrary permutation ? of [1, ..., t] such that
#=#0A?(1) #1A?(2) } } } #t&1A?(t) #t ,
$=#0:?(1) #1:?(2) } } } #t&1 :?(t) #t ,
where #i # (VN _ VT)*, 0it;
(ii) the indicated occurrences of nonterminals A?(1) , ...,
A?(t) in # are equivalent under I# ; and
(iii) all occurrences of nonterminals in the subsequences
:?(1) , ..., :?(t) indicated in $ are equivalent under I$ , as are
any occurrences of nonterminals in $ that correspond to
occurrences in # equivalent under I# (in the subsequences
#0 , ..., #t); no other occurrences are equivalent under I$ .
(This uniquely determines I$ .)
According to the above definition, string $ is obtained
from # by simultaneously applying all the components of p
to a choice of occurrences of symbols A1 , A2 , ..., At within #,
such that these occurrences are equivalent under the
associated relation I# . Furthermore, the obtained equiv-
alence relation I$ makes equivalent all and only the
occurrences of nonterminal symbols newly introduced by
the application of p, and ‘‘preserves,’’ with respect to I# ,
equivalences between occurrences of nonterminals that have
not been newly introduced (see Example 1 below).
We introduce some additional notation to be used in the
following. Given a string of the form #0A?(1)#1 } } } #t&1
A?(t) #t , t1, and ? a permutation of [1, ..., t], we denote
with I(A1, ..., At) any associated equivalence relation that con-
tains every pair of the occurrences of nonterminals A1 , ..., At
indicated in #. If a production p has the form (A1 , ..., At) 
(:1 , ..., :t), we say that (A1 , ..., At) is the left-hand tuple of p
and (:1 , ..., :t) is the right-hand tuple of p. Relation OG will
sometimes be written O
p
G to indicate that production p was
used in the rewriting and symbol G will sometimes be
dropped if it can be understood from the context. In order
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to represent derivations in G, we use the reflexive and trans-
itive closure of OG , written *OG . The language generated by
a LUSCG G is
L(G)=[w | (S, I(S)) *OG (w, <)]
(note that relation I (S) associated with S is uniquely
defined).
Example 1. Let r, f 1 be two integers. Let also
V (r, f )T =[ai, j | 1ir, 1 j f ]. We define:
L$r, f=[w1w2 } } } wf | wh=ai11, ha
i2
2, h } } } a
ir
r, h ,
1h f, ik1, 1kr].
A LUSCG G$r, f such that L(G$r, f)=L$r, f is specified in
Fig. 1.
We show a derivation in G$2, 3 . In order to do this, we
number instances of nonterminals in a string from left to
right and specify equivalence relations by giving their equiv-
alence classes. Then string a21, 1a
1
2, 1a
2
1, 2a
1
2, 2a
2
1, 3 a
1
2, 3 # L$2, 3
can be derived in G$2, 3 as
(S, [[1]]) =O
pS (A1, 1 A2, 1 A1, 2A2, 2A1, 3 A2, 3 ,
[[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]])
=O
p1 (a1, 1A1, 1A2, 1a1, 2A1, 2A2, 2 a1, 3A1, 3A2, 3 ,
[[1, 3, 5], [2, 4, 6]])
=O
p$1 (a1, 1a1, 1A2, 1a1, 2a1, 2A2, 2 a1, 3a1, 3 A2, 3 ,
[[1, 2, 3]])
=O
p$2 (a1, 1a1, 1a2, 1a1, 2a1, 2a2, 2a1, 3a1, 3 a2, 3 , <).
A main consequence of the locality restriction imposed to
the rewriting step of LUSCG is the following one. The set of
FIG. 1. A grammar that generates L$r, f .
all derivations in a local unordered scattered context gram-
mar can be characterized by a recognizable set of trees in the
sense of [16]; i.e., the underlying structure of each derivation
can be represented by a tree generated by a (fixed) context-
free grammar. (This property is common to several formalisms
in the family of finite copying parallel rewriting systems; we
refer the reader to the literature cited in Section 1). Defini-
tion 3 below precisely specifies this characterization. Let
G=(VN , VT , P, S) be a LUSCG. Define P(0)=[ p | p # P,
there are no nonterminals in the right-hand tuple of p] and
let P(1)=P&P(0). We assume an arbitrary canonical order-
ing  of the productions in P. Without loss of generality,
we also assume that pS is the unique production in P that
rewrites S (i.e., has left-hand tuple (S)) and pS # P(1).
Definition 3. The derivation grammar of a LUSCG
G=(VN , VT , P, S), denoted der(G), is the context-free
grammar (P(1), P(0), 6, pS), where P(1) and P(0) are the set
of nonterminal and terminal symbols respectively, pS is the
initial symbol and 6 contains all and only the productions
of the form p  p1 } } } pn , where p, p1 , ..., pn # P and n1,
such that p1 p2 } } }  pn and the multiset of nonter-
minals that occur in the right-hand tuple of p equals the
multiset of nonterminals that occur in the left-hand tuples of
p1 , ..., pn .
We remark that, as a consequence of the canonical order-
ing of the productions in P in Definition 3, two productions
of der(G) cannot differ only in the order of the symbols in
the right-hand side. Note also that, to every derivation in G
corresponds a derivation in der(G), in a straightforward
way, and to every derivation in der(G) corresponds at least
one derivation in G.
Example 1 (Continued). Assume pS p1 p$1 p2
p$2 } } }  pr p$r as the canonical ordering of the produc-
tions of G$r, f . Then the derivation grammar der(G$r, f) is
given in Fig. 2. Note how production pS  p1p2 } } } pr in 6,
for instance, satisfies Definition 3, since productions
p1 , ..., pr altogether rewrite all the occurrences of the nonter-
minal symbols of G$r, f introduced by the right-hand tuple of
pS . The (leftmost) derivation in der(G$2, 3) corresponding to
the previously presented derivation of string a21, 1a
1
2, 1 a
2
1, 2
a12, 2a
2
1, 3a
1
2, 3 by G$2, 3 is pS O p1p$2 O p$1p$2 .
We now define two parameters, called rank and fan-out,
associated with grammars in the class LUSCG. The rank
parameter represents the degree of independent parallelism
of a given grammar, and the fan-out parameter represents
the degree of synchronized parallelism. In the next sections
these parameters will be considered as complexity measures
and their interaction will be investigated, obtaining results
that hold, in general, for the finite copying hierarchy.
Definition 4. Let G=(VN, VT , P, S) be a LUSCG,
p # P, and let der(G)=(P(1), P(0), 6, pS) be the derivation
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FIG 2. The derivation grammar of G$r, f .
grammar of G. The fan-out of p, written .( p), is the length
of its tuples. The fan-out of G is defined as .(G)=
maxp # P .( p). The rank of p, written \( p), is defined as
\( p)=max( p  :) # 6 |:| if p # P(1), 0 otherwise. The rank of
G is defined as \(G)=maxp # P \( p).
Example 1 (Continued). For grammar G$r, f we have
.( pi)=.( p$i)= f for 1ir and .( pS)=1; hence,
.(G$r, f)= f. Furthermore, from the specification of der
(G$r, f) we have \( pi)=1 and \( p$i)=0 for 1ir, and
we have \( pS)=max( pS  !) # 6 |!|=r. Hence we have
\(G$r, f)=r.
For integers f1 and r0, LUSCG( f ) will denote the
class of all LUSCG having fan-out bounded by f and
r-LUSCG will denote the class of all LUSCG with rank
bounded by r; r-LUSCG( f ) will denote the intersection of
the two.
Example 1 (Continued). We have already seen that
G$r, f # r-LUSCG( f ). To introduce the kind of problems that
are investigated in the next sections, we show here that there
exists a LUSCG G"r, f such that L(G$r, f)=L(G"r, f) and
G"r, f # 2-LUSCG( f ). The grammar G"r, f is specified in
Fig. 3.
We conclude the present section by relating the rank and
the fan-out parameters defined for the class LUSCG to the
degree of synchronized and independent parallelism defined
for the class of finite copying parallel rewriting systems. In
the remainder of the paper, the class of languages generated
by grammars in r-LUSCG( f ), r, f1, is denoted as
r-LUSC( f ). The class Lr, f below is the class of finite copy-
ing parallel rewriting languages with degree of independent
and synchronized parallelism bounded by r and f, respec-
tively (introduced in Section 1). The following result has
been shown in [12].
Theorem 1. For r, f1, we have r-LUSC( f )=Lr, f .
The results we will obtain in the following sections are
stated in terms of the classes r-LUSC( f ). Using the above
theorem we can immediately transfer these results to the
classes of finite copying parallel rewriting languages with
bounded degree of synchronized and independent
parallelism.
FIG. 3. The grammar G"r, f generating L$r, f and belonging to class
2-LUSCG( f ). Productions pi and p$i , 1ir, are defined as in Fig. 1.
3. A FAMILY OF LANGUAGES
In this section we define and study a family of languages
that can be generated by the class LUSCG and that will be
used in the next section to prove two main results.
Let N be the set of all positive integers. For n # N, we
write [n] to denote the set [1, ..., n]. For i, j # N, let rm(i, j)
be the remainder of the integer division of i by j. For n # N,
a binary operator +n is defined on [n]
i+ n j={rm(i+ j, n),n,
rm(i+ j, n){0,
rm(i+ j, n)=0.
(1)
We start by defining a family of graphs that will be used
below. (The reader is referred to [7] for basic definitions on
graphs.)
Definition 5. Let r, f # N, 1 f<r. Gr, f=([r], Er, f)
is the directed graph with
Er, f=[(i, j) | i, j # [r], j # [i+ rk | 1k f ]].
An example is reported in Fig. 4.
An Eulerian cycle in a directed graph is a directed walk
starting and ending at the same vertex that visits all the
vertices of the graph by walking on each edge exactly once.
The existence of an Eulerian cycle in Gr, f is guaranteed by
the fact that at each vertex of Gr, f the ingoing degree and
the outgoing degree are the same and by the fact that Gr, f
is strongly connected (see [7] for a proof of this fact). Below
we consider [r], r2, as a finite alphabet and use some
Eulerian cycles in Gr, f to construct strings having the
following (informally specified) property. For any choice of
two symbols in [r], in no more than two cases the occurrences
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FIG. 4. Graph G8, 4 .
of these symbols are found in consecutive positions within
the string. In the next definition, the choice of an Eulerian
cycle satisfying the required condition is arbitrary.
Definition 6. Let r, f # N, 1 f<r. String _r, f # [r]*
is the sequence of nodes that occur in a fixed Eulerian cycle
in Gr, f that ends with edge (r, 1) after the last node is
deleted.
Given the existence of an Eulerian cycle, the existence of
an Eulerian cycle satisfying the condition in the above
definition is obvious.
Example 2. Consider graph G8, 4 . Assume that the
fixed Eulerian cycle in G8, 4 of Definition 6 is the one depicted
in Fig. 5, showing the order in which the edges of G8, 4 are
visited. The string associated with this cycle is
_8, 4=15147258361357126246823734845678.
Observe that, for every 1 f<r, _r, f begins with 1 and
ends with r. From the definition of Eulerian cycles and from
the fact that the ingoing degree of each vertex of Gr, f equals
f, we have *i (_r, f)= f for each i # [r]. Thus, |_r, f |= fr.
We can now introduce the family of languages mentioned
at the beginning of this section. (Recall that [_r, f](i) is the
number of occurrences of symbol _r, f (i) among the first i
elements of _r, f and that we have [_r, f](i) # [ f ] for
1i fr.)
Definition 7. Let r, f # N, 1 f<r. Let also V (r, f )T =
[ai, j | 1ir, 1 j f ]. Language Lr, f is specified as
Lr, f=[ad1_r, f (1), [_r, f ](1) } } } a
dfr
_r, f ( fr), [_r, f ]( fr)
| dk1, dk=dk$
for _r, f (k)=_r, f (k$), 1k, k$ fr].
FIG. 5. The adjacency matrix for the directed graph G8, 4 is depicted
above, where each edge is indicated by the presence of an integer in
the corresponding entry. The integers in the matrix denote the order in
which the edges of G8, 4 are visited by our fixed Eulerian cycle satisfying
Definition 6.
Example 2 (Continued). The shortest string in the
language L8, 4 , defined by _8, 4=1514725836135712624682
3734845678, is w1w2w3 w4 , where
w1=a1, 1a5, 1a1, 2a4, 1 a7, 1 a2, 1a5, 2a8, 1
w2=a3, 1a6, 1a1, 3a3, 2 a5, 3 a7, 2a1, 4a2, 2
w3=a6, 2a2, 3a4, 2a6, 3 a8, 2 a2, 4a3, 3a7, 3
w4=a3, 4a4, 3a8, 3a4, 4 a5, 4 a6, 4a7, 4a8, 4 .
Observe that there is an order c1 , c2 , ..., cfr of V (r, f )T such
that Lr, f c+1 c
+
2 } } } c
+
fr . (In Example 2 above, we have
fr=32 and c1c2 } } } c32=w1w2 w3w4 .) This fact will be used
in several places below and throughout the next section.
Observe also that, for each ai, j , ai, j $ # V (r, f )T with j< j $, the
occurrences of ai, j (always) precede the occurrences of ai, j $ .
Example 3. For 1 f<r and r3, we have Lr, f #
(r&1)-LUSC( f ). To see this, recall that _r, f starts with
symbol 1 and has f occurrences of this symbol. Let then
_r, f=1_1 1_2 } } } 1_f and let li=1+i&1k=1 ( |_k |+1),
1i f (thus, l1=1). A LUSCG G$$$r, f such that
L(G$$$r, f)=Lr, f is specified in Fig. 6. We have .( pS)=1,
.( pB)= f, and .( pi)=.( p$i)= f for 1ir. Hence
.(G$$$r, f)= f. Furthermore, \( pS)=2, \( pi)=1 for 1ir,
and \( p$i)=0 for 1ir. Observing that :1:2 } } } :f has
length (r&1) f, it is easy to see that \( pB)=r&1 and,
hence, \(G$$$r, f)=max[r&1, 2]=r&1. Thus we have
G$$$r, f # (r&1)-LUSCG( f ).
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FIG. 6. Grammar G$$$r, f # (r&1)-LUSCG( f ) for Lr, f .
We now introduce some important notions that will be
used in the next section to prove two main results of this
paper. Let AV (r, f )T . We define
A =[ai, j | i # [r], j # [ f ],
and ai, j $ # A for some j $ # [ f ]]. (2)
Observe that |A |=qf for some integer q such that 0qr.
For any a # V (r, f )T , we also write a for [a]. We refer to any
of the sets a as a terminal group for V (r, f )T . Since symbols in
V (r, f )T always appear in the same order within strings in
Lr, f , as already observed, we can consistently define for any
w # Lr, f :
rv(A)= :
a, b # A
rv(a, b, w). (3)
Note that in the above summation we always have
rv(a, b, w)1, because _r, f corresponds to an Eulerian
cycle. Integer rv(A) represents the number of rendezvous
that are ‘‘structurally’’ realized in each string of Lr, f between
occurrences of symbols from a given subset A of the
alphabet. In what follows, whenever we write rv(A),
language Lr, f will always be understood from the context.
Example 2 (Continued). Consider string w # L8, 4 as
previously defined (but any string in L8, 4 will give the
same result). We have rv([a1, 1])=rv(a1, 1 , a1, 1 , w)=0;
rv([a2, 3 , a5, 1])=0, since rv(a2, 3 , a5, 1 , w)=rv(a5, 1 , a2, 3 , w)
=0; rv([a2, 3 , a5, 1])=rv([a2, 1 , a2, 2 , a2, 3 , a2, 4 , a5, 1 , a5, 2 ,
a5, 3 , a5, 4])=1, since rv(a2, 1 , a5, 2 , w)=1 and all the
remaining rendezvous are null. It is easy to see that we also
have rv([a2, 2 , a6, 3])=rv([a2, 1 , a2, 2 , a2, 3 , a2, 4 , a6, 1 , a6, 2 ,
a6, 3 , a6, 4])=2, and rv([a2, 1 , a5, 2 , a2, 2 , a6, 3])=4.
As a basic property of Lr, f , the next lemma states that the
number of rendezvous realized between symbols belonging
to two terminal groups for V (r, f )T is ‘‘rather small.’’ The
proof is reported in the Appendix.
Lemma 1. Let 1 f <r and let ai, j , ai $, j $ # V (r, f )T , i{i $.
If r2 f, we have
(i) rv([ai, j , ai $, j $])2;
(ii) rv([a1, j , ar, j $])1.
If r> f, we have
(iii) rv([ai, j , ai $, j $])1;
(iv) rv([a1, j , ar, j $])=0.
The next more general result states some upper bounds
for rv(A ), AV (r, f )T . Its proof is reported in the Appendix.
These upper bounds will be used to prove two separation
results in the next section. For an integer q0, let
Cq= 12q(q&1). Recall that Cq is the number of edges in an
undirected graph which is a clique with q vertices.
Lemma 2. Let 1 f <r and let AV (r, f )T , |A |=qf. If
r2 f, we have the following upper bounds:
(i) rv(A )2Cq for 1q f &1;
(ii) rv(A )2Cq&(q&2) for q= f; qr&2;
(iii) rv(A )rf &2 f (r&q)+2Cr&q for f +1qr.
If r>2 f, we have the following upper bounds:
(iv) rv(A )Cq for 1q f;
(v) rv(A )Cf+ f (q& f ) for f +1qr& f;
(vi) rv(A )Cf+ f (q& f )+Cq&(r& f )+1 for r& f +
1qr.
4. TWO SEPARATION RESULTS
This section presents two of the main results of this paper.
We show that for 1 f <r2 f language Lr, f does not
belong to the class (r&2)-LUSC(2 f &3). We also show
that, for 12 f <r, language Lr, f does not belong to the
class (r&2)-LUSC(2 f &2). These results separate sub-
classes of LUSCG defined by (constant) bounds on both the
rank and the fan-out parameters and improve, in the given
range, the separation results provided in [12]. In the next
section these results will also be used to prove that some
constructions to be presented for trading the rank
parameter for the fan-out parameter are optimal.
Let G=(VN , VT , P, S) be a LUSCG. We first introduce
some notions that describe productions of G in terms of
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derivations in which they can participate. We take over
from [12] the concept of covering. (The choice of permuta-
tion ? in the next definition is irrelevant.)
Definition 8. Let AVT. A production p in P having
the form (A1 , ..., At)  (:1 , ..., :t), t1, covers A if and
only if for every integer d1 there exists a derivation ’ such
that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) ’ has the form
(S, I (S)) *OG (u0A?(1) u1 } } } ut&1A?(t)ut , I (A1, ..., At)1 )
O
p
G (u0:?(1) u1 } } } ut&1:?(t)ut , I2)
*OG (u0v1 u1 } } } ut&1vtut , <), (4)
where ui , vj # V*T, 0it, 1 jt, and ? is some per-
mutation of [1, ..., t];
(ii) *a(v1 v2 } } } vt)>d for every a # A, and
*a(u0v1u1 } } } ut&1 vtut)>d for every a # VT.
In the following we use the symbol I to denote the
covering relation. We also write p Ia if p I[a], and
p I% A if p does not cover A. Observe that p IA implies
p IB for every BA. We say that p IA exactly if
p IA, and, for every a # (VT&A), p I% A _ [a].
The following condition will be used throughout this sec-
tion. Let p # P be of the form (A1 , ..., At)  (:1 , ..., :t), t1,
and let AVT . If p I% A, there must be a constant Mp, A
such that, for every derivation of the form in (4), either
(a) there exists a # A such that *a(v1 v2 } } } vt)<Mp, A , or
(b) there exists a # VT such that *a(u0v1 u1 } } } vt ut)<
Mp, A . If p IA, we let Mp, A=&1. Let MG be the maxi-
mum among all Mp, A , p # P, and AVT. Then, whenever
p # P is used in a derivation of w # L(G), in such a way that
p derives more than MG occurrences of each symbol in some
set AVT and w itself includes more than MG occurrences
of each symbol in VT , we can conclude that p covers A.
To prove our results, all over this section we restrict our
attention to languages Lr, f , 1 f <r, introduced in Defini-
tion 7. To begin with, we show that for any grammar
G # LUSCG generating Lr, f , the property of covering a set
of terminal symbols A cannot be distinguished from the
property of covering the set A including all and only the
symbols in the associated terminal groups. The proof uses
the same technique employed in [12, Lemma 2].
Lemma 3. For 1 f <r, let p be a production of a gram-
mar G # LUSCG such that L(G)=Lr, f , and let AV (r, f )T .
If p covers A, then p covers A .
Proof. Let A{A , and assume there exists b # A such
that p IA, but p I% A _ [b]. Consider a derivation of the
form
(S, I (S)) *OG (u0A1u1 } } } ut& At ut , I (A1, ..., At)1 )
O
p
G (u0:1 u1 } } } ut&1 :tut , I2)
*OG (u0 v1u1 } } } ut&1vtut , <), (5)
where ui , vj # (V (r, f )T )* and t1. (Such a derivation exists
since p covers A.) Let m=*b(u0 u1 } } } ut). Since p covers
A, there exists a second derivation
(S, I(S)) *OG (u$0A?(1) u$1 } } } u$t&1A?(t)u$t , I (A1, ..., At)3 )
O
p
G (u$0:?(1) u$1 } } } u$t&1 :?(t)u$t , I4)
*OG (u$0v$?(1) u$1 } } } u$t&1 v$?(t) u$t , <), (6)
with u$i , v$j # (V (r, f )T )* and ? some permutation of [1, ..., t],
such that *a(v$1 v$2 } } } v$t)>MG+m for every a # A and
*a(u$0 v$?(1)u$1 } } } u$t&1v$?(t)u$t)>MG for every a # V (r, f )T .
Since A _ [b] is not covered by p, from the previous condi-
tions on (6) we must conclude that *b(v$1v$2 } } } v$t)<MG .
We can then combine (5) and (6) to obtain a third string
u0 v$1 u1 } } } ut&1v$t ut in Lr, f such that for some a # A with
b # a we have *a(u0v$1u1 } } } ut&1v$tut){*b(u0 v$1u1 } } }
ut&1 v$t ut). But this contradicts the definition of Lr, f . We
conclude that no such a b could exist. K
Because of the above statement, whenever p IA in a
grammar G # LUSCG generating Lr, f , and A includes
symbols from q terminal groups for V (r, f )T , 0qr, we say
that p covers q terminal groups. From Lemma 3 it also
follows that, if p IA exactly then A=A .
We next prove a lower bound for rv(A ) that holds
whenever set A is exactly covered by some production of a
grammar G # LUSCG generating language Lr, f .
Lemma 4. For 1 f <r, let p be a production of a gram-
mar G # LUSCG such that L(G)=Lr, f , and let AV (r, f )T .
If p exactly covers A , then
rv(A )|A |&.( p). (7)
Proof. Let .( p)=t. In what follows, we call m-sequence
any sequence of a symbol in V (r, f )T having length longer
than MG . Since p IA , a string w=u0v1 u1 } } } ut&1 vtut
can be derived through p as in (4), such that
*a(v1 v2 } } } vt)>tMG for every a # A , and *a(w)>tMG
for every a # V (r, f )T . Since p IA exactly, no m-sequence of
any symbol in V (r, f )T &A can be found in any string vi ,
1it. Furthermore, if two m-sequences of symbols in A
are found in some vi , they cannot be interleaved by
occurrences of some symbol in V (R, f )T &A , because all
occurrences of the same symbol in a string of Lr, f are con-
secutive and then these occurrences would have to form an
m-sequence. We conclude that, for each 1it, string vi
has the following structure (see Fig. 7): (i) vi begins with a
string in [a]*, a # V (r, f )T , which is not an m-sequence,
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FIG. 7. Structure of string vi , 1it. Integer *i0 is the number of
m-sequences of symbols in A in the middle part of the string. If *i2, these
m-sequences cannot be interleaved by any symbol in V (r, f )T &A .
followed by (ii) a sequence of *i0 m-sequences of symbols
in A , ended by (iii) a string in [a]*, a # V (r, f )T , which is not
an m-sequence.
From (ii) we have that, for each 1it,
:
a, b # A
rv(a, b, vi)*i&1. (8)
Since *a(v1v2 } } } vt)>tMG for every a # A , by a counting
argument (and from the definition of Lr, f) we have that, for
every a # A , there exists at least one i such that vi includes
an m-sequence of a. Therefore we have
:
t
i=1
*i|A |. (9)
Combining (8) and (9), and using the definition of rv(A ) in
(3), we obtain
rv(A ) :
t
i=1
:
a, b # A
rv(a, b, vi)
 :
t
i=1
(*i&1)
|A |&t. K (10)
We can now start with the first separation result and con-
sider languages Lr, f with 2 f <r2 f. First, we show a
basic restriction on the way the ‘‘exactly covers’’ relation
works for productions of a grammar G # LUSCG generat-
ing language Lr, f . The result follows from two contrasting
facts. On the one hand, a production p of G cannot generate
more than .( p) nonconnected substrings of any string in
Lr, f . On the other hand, for most sets of terminal symbols
A, symbols in A are distributed within strings in Lr, f in
such a way that many ‘‘holes’’ are found. (In fact Lr, f has
been defined with the goal of keeping to a minimum the
number of rendezvous between occurrences of symbols in
the alphabet.)
Lemma 5. For 2 f <r2 f, let p be a production of a
grammar G # LUSCG(2 f &3) such that L(G)=Lr, f . Let
also AV (r, f )T , A{<. If p exactly covers A , then A is the
union of q terminal groups with q # [1, r&1, r].
Proof. Since .( p)2 f &3, using (7) from Lemma 4 we
can write
rv(A )|A |&(2 f &3). (11)
Let |A |=qf (hence, 1qr). We show that (11) cannot
be satisfied if 2qr&2. To do this, we use the upper
bounds for rv(A ) provided by Lemma 2 in the case
f <r2 f. We distinguish three cases.
Case 1. 2q< f. Since q(q&1)rv(A ) (statement (i)
of Lemma 2), from (11) we have
q(q&1)(q&2) f +3. (12)
The second degree equation underlying (12) is
q2&( f +1) q+2 f &3=0,
whose solutions are given by q12( f )= 12( f +2), where
2
22=( f +1)2&4(2 f &3)
= f 2&6f +13
=( f &3)2+4.
It is easy to see that, for f3, we have q1( f )<2 and
q2( f )> f &1. Hence, (12) is not satisfied by any integer q
with 2q< f.
Case 2. f =q. Assuming qr&2 and using q2&2q+
2rv(A ) (statement (ii) of Lemma 2) in (11) we have
q2&2q+2(q&2) q+3, (13)
which is not satisfied.
Case 3. f +1qr&2. Using the upper bound (iii) in
Lemma 2 and proceeding as in the previous cases, we have
rf &2 f (r&q)+(r&q)(r&q&1)(q&2) f +3. (14)
The second degree equation underlying (14) is
q2&(2r&( f +1)) q+r2&rf &r+2 f &3=0,
whose solutions are given by q12( f )= 12(2r&( f +1)2),
where
22=(2r&( f +1))2&4r2+4rf +4r&8f +12
= f 2&6f +13
=( f &3)2+4.
For f2 we have q1( f )<r& f +1 f +1, since r2 f,
and q2( f )>r&2. Thus, (14) is not satisfied by any integer
q with f +1qr&2.
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We conclude that disequation (11) could only be satisfied
for q # [1, r&1, r]. K
Let G be a grammar in LUSCG(2 f &3) generating the
language Lr, f , 2 f <r2 f, and let # be a sentential form
of G. Let also p be a production of G covering r&1 terminal
groups. We show below that if # can be rewritten using p, in
such a way that a string is eventually derived with more
than MG instances of each symbol in V (r, f )T , then some sym-
bol in V (r, f )T must be missing from #. We need to introduce
some additional notions. Let p be a production of a gram-
mar G # LUSCG having the form (A1 , ..., At)  (:1 , ..., :t).
Assume the existence of a derivation of the form
(S, I(S) ) *OG (#=u0A?(1)u1 } } } ut&1A?(t)ut , I (A1, ..., At)1 )
O
p
G (u0:?(1)u1 } } } ut&1 :?(t) ut , I2)
*OG (w=u0v1 u1 } } } ut&1vtut , <),
where ? is some permutation of [1, ..., t], w # Lr, f , and
*a(w)>MG for every a # V (r, f )T . Then # is called a
p-factorized sentential form. Let a # V (r, f )T ; we say that a is
isolated in # whenever, for some symbols b, c # V (r, f )T dis-
tinguishable from a and for some strings x, y, v, z #
(V (r, f )T )*, one of the following conditions is realized: (i)
uj=xbyavcz for some j, 1 jt&1, or (ii) ut u0=xbyavcz.
Note that whenever a terminal symbol a is isolated in a p-
factorized sentential form, then p cannot generate even one
occurrence of a, because all occurrences of a in a string of
Lr, f are consecutive. This fact will be used in the proof of the
next lemma.
Lemma 6. For 2 f <r2 f, let p be a production of a
grammar G # LUSCG(2 f &3) such that L(G)=Lr, f , and
let u0A1 u1 } } } ut&1 At ut be a p-factorized sentential form.
Let also a, a$ # V (r, f )T be such that a {a$. If p covers r&1
terminal groups, then we have *a"(u0u1 } } } ut)=0 for some
a" # [a, a$].
Proof. Let A=[a, a$] and let u=u0u1 } } } ut . We first
prove the bound that will be used below,
:
b, b$ # A
rv(b, b$, u1 u2 } } } utu0)2. (15)
To see this, observe that every string in Lr, f begins with a1, 1
and ends with ar, f . We can therefore distinguish two
possible cases.
Case 1. A{[a1, 1 , ar, f]. Then, for every b, b$ # A, we
have
rv(b, b$, u1u2 } } } ut u0)rv(b, b$, u).
Using statement (i) of Lemma 1, we can write
:
b, b$ # A
rv(b, b$, u1 u2 } } } ut u0) :
b, b$ # A
rv(b, b$, u)
rv(A)2.
Case 2. A=[a1, 1 , ar, f]. We can then write
:
b, b$ # A
rv(b, b$, u1u2 } } } utu0)1+ :
b, b$ # A
rv(b, b$, u)
1+rv(A)2,
where we have used statement (ii) of Lemma 1.
This concludes the proof of (15).
To prove the lemma, we assume that *a" (u)1 for every
a" # A and establish a contradiction. Let C be the union of
r&1 terminal groups such that p IC, as in the hypotheses.
Let also Lu=[u1 , u2 , ..., ut&1 , ut u0] and let
LA =[cxc$ | c, c$ # A, c{c$, x # (V (r, f )T &A)*]. (16)
In what follows, each occurrence of a string in the language
LA appearing in a string in (V (r, f )T )* will be called a pairing.
That is, a pairing is an occurrence of two distinguishable
symbols in A with no intervening occurrence of a symbol in
A. Note that each rendezvous between two symbols in A
occurring in some string counts as a pairing.
From our assumption, at least 2 f occurrences of different
symbols in A are distributed within the strings in Lu . Since
t2 f &3, a counting argument shows that the overall
number of pairings occurring in strings in Lu cannot be
smaller than three. But using (15) we can write
:
x # Lu
:
b, b$ # A
rv(b, b$, x) :
b, b$ # A
rv(b, b$, u1 u2 } } } utu0)2.
Therefore some string in Lu must contain a pairing which is
not a rendezvous, and there exists a symbol b  A which is
isolated in #. We conclude that p cannot generate even one
occurrence of b, and therefore p I% b . (Observe that
b =V (r, f )T &C must then hold.)
Fix a derivation ’ in G starting with # and generating a
string w=u0 v1 u1 } } } ut&1vt ut , such that w # Lr, f and
*b$(w)>MG for every symbol b$ # V (r, f )T . (Such a deriva-
tion exists since # is a p-factorized sentential form.) If for any
b$ # b , more than MG occurrences of b$ are found in
v1v2 } } } vt , we would have p Ib$ and, from Lemma 3, p Ib ,
contrary to what we have found above. It then follows that
*b$(u)1 for every b$ # b . We can now choose any symbol
in A, say a in the statement of the lemma, and construct a
new set A$=[a, b] such that *a"(u)1 for every a" # A$.
By iterating the above argument about the comparison
between number of rendezvous and number of pairings, we
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come to the existence of a second symbol c  A$ such that
p I% c . But this time we have A$ _ C=V (r, f )T , and therefore
c # C. Since p IC, we have established a contradiction. K
Note that all previous results do not depend upon the
rank of the grammar under consideration. We now take into
account the rank parameter and show our first separation
result. The proof of the following theorem is similar to the
one of [12, Theorem 1].
Theorem 2. For 2 f <r2 f, Lr, f  (r&2)-LUSC
(2 f &3).
Proof. To prove the statement, we show that the
assumption of the existence of G # (r&2)-LUSCG(2 f &3)
such that L(G)=Lr, f leads to a contradiction. Let 2G be the
maximum number of terminal symbols in the right-hand
tuple of a production of G. Let w be a string in Lr, f such that
*a(w)>(r&2) } MG+2G for every a # V (r, f )T , and let also
’ be a derivation in G for w. Let p1 be the first production
used in ’; i.e., ’ has the form (S, I (S)) =O
p1
G (:, I$) *OG
(w, <). By the choice of w, we have that S is a p1-factorized
sentential form and p1 covers r terminal groups. Let
p1, 1 , ..., p1, k1 , 1k1r&2, be the sequence of productions
used in ’ to rewrite the right-hand tuple of p1 . (Hence, for
some string ! which is a permutation of the sequence
p1, 1 , ..., p1, k1 , p  ! is a production in 6 of der(G)). If
among these productions there are some that cover r&1
terminal groups, we arbitrarily choose one and call it p2 . We
iterate the previous step until we arrive at some production
pl , l1, used in ’ such that pl covers r&1 terminal groups
and none of the productions that are used in ’ to rewrite the
right-hand tuple of pl (if any) covers r&1 terminal groups.
Let (A1 , ..., At), 1t2 f &3, be the left-hand tuple of
pl , let ? be some permutation of [1, ..., t] and let
w=u0v?(1)u1 } } } ut&1v?(t) ut , where vi is the substring
derived under ’ by the nonterminal Ai in the left-hand tuple
of pl , 1it. If we replace each vi by Ai in w, we obtain a
string u0A?(1)u1 } } } ut&1A?(t) ut which is a pl-factorized sen-
tential form. From Lemma 6 it follows that there exist
terminal symbols aqi , si # V
(r, f )
T , 1ir&1 and q1<q2<
} } } <qr&1 , such that more than (r&2) } MG+2G
occurrences of each aqi , si are found in string v1v2 } } } vt . Let
then pl, 1 , ..., pl, kl , 1klr&2, be the sequence of produc-
tions used in ’ to rewrite the right-hand tuple of pl (clearly
this sequence cannot be empty; also, for some string ! which
is a permutation of this sequence, pl  ! is a production in
6 of der(G)). The right-hand tuple of pl itself cannot contain
more than 2G occurrences of each aqi , si , and therefore
pl, 1 , ..., pl, kl must generate under ’ more than (r&2) } MG
occurrences of each aqi , si . Since klr&2, by a counting
argument we conclude that for each i, 1ir&1, there
must be at least one pl, j , 1 jkl , such that pl, j generates
under ’ more than MG occurrences of aqi , si . Again by a
counting argument, we derive that at least one pl, j ,
1 jkl , simultaneously generates more than MG
occurrences of two symbols aqi , si and aqi $, si $ , i{i $. Hence
pl, j I[aqi , si , aqi $, si $] and, by Lemma 3, pl, i I[aqi , si , qqi $, si $].
By Lemma 5, pl, i must cover r&1 terminal groups. But this
contradicts the choice of production pl : We conclude that
there can be no derivation in G for w, that is, grammar G
does not exist. K
We now turn to our second separation result, and con-
sider languages Lr, f with 42 f <r. The next result is the
analogue of Lemma 5, with respect to grammars having
fan-out not greater than 2 f &2.
Lemma 7. For 42 f <r, let p be a production of a
grammar G # LUSCG(2 f &2) such that L(G)=Lr, f , and let
AV (r, f )T , A{<. If p exactly covers A , then A is the
union of q terminal groups with q # [1, r&1, r].
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5. Since
.( p)2 f &2, from (7) we can write
rv(A )|A |&(2 f &2). (17)
Let |A |=qf. We use the upper bounds in Lemma 2 for
r>2 f, and show that disequation (17) cannot be satisfied
for 2qr&2. We have the following three cases.
Case 1. 2q f. Since 12q(q&1)rv(A ) by
Lemma 2, from (17) we have
1
2q(q&1)(q&2) f +2. (18)
The second-degree equation underlying (18) is
q2&(2 f +1) q+4( f &1)=0,
whose solutions are given by q12( f )= 12 (2 f +12), where
22=(2 f +1)2&16( f &1)
=4 f 2&12 f +17
=(2 f &3)3+8.
For f2 we have q1( f )<2 and q2( f )>2 f &1 f. Then
(18) is not satisfied for 2q f.
Case 2. f +1qr& f. We use the upper bound (v)
from Lemma 2 and write
1
2 f ( f &1)+ f (q& f )(q&2) f +2. (19)
We obtain the disequation f 2&3 f +40, which is never
satisfied, and conclude that (19) is never satisfied as well.
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Case 3. r& f +1qr&2. Proceeding as in the pre-
vious cases, we must satisfy disequation
1
2 f ( f &1)+ f (q& f )+
1
2 (q&r+ f +1)(q&r+ f )
(q&2) f +2. (20)
The second degree equation underlying (20) is
q2&(2r&2 f &1) q+r2&2rf &r+4 f &4=0,
whose solutions are given by q12( f )= 12(2r&2 f &12),
where
22=(2r&2 f &1)2&4r2+8rf +4r&16f +16
=4 f 2&12 f +17
=(2 f &3)2+8.
For f2 we have q1( f )<r&2 f +1r& f +1 and
q2( f )>r&2. Thus, (20) is not satisfied by any integer q
with r& f +1qr&2. We conclude that inequality (17)
can only be satisfied for q # [1, r&1, r]. K
We now present a result which is the analogue of
Lemma 6 for grammars having fan-out not greater than
2 f &2. Due to the strong similarity with the proof of
Lemma 6, the proof of the next lemma is only outlined here.
Lemma 8. For 42 f <r, let p be a production of a
grammar G # LUSCG(2 f &2) such that L(G)=Lr, f , and let
u0 A1u1 } } } ut&1 Atut be a p-factorized sentential form. Let
also a, a$ # V (r, f )T be such that a {a$. If p covers r&1 ter-
minal groups, then we have *a"(u0u1 } } } ut)=0 for some
a" # [a, a$].
Outline of the proof. Let A=[a, a$]. Using statements
(iii) and (iv) of Lemma 1 and proceeding as in the proof of
Lemma 6, we can show the following bound:
:
b, b$ # A
rv(b, b$, u1 u2 } } } utu0)1. (21)
To prove the lemma, we assume that u=u0u1 } } } ut contains
at least one occurrence of each symbol in A, and establish
a contradiction.
Let the notion of pairing be defined as in the proof of
Lemma 6. Since 2 f occurrences of different symbols in A
are distributed within the strings in Lu=[u1 , ..., ut&1 , utu0]
and t2 f &2, by a counting argument we have that the
overall number of pairings occurring in strings in Lu must
be greater than one. But using (21) we can write
:
x # Lu
:
b, b$ # A
rv(b, b$, x) :
b, b$ # A
rv(b, b$, u1 u2 } } } utu0)1.
Therefore some string in Lu must contain a pairing which
is not a rendezvous, and there exists a symbol b  A which
is isolated in #. We can now proceed as in the proof of
Lemma 6. K
We now state our second separation result, whose proof
entirely parallels the one of Theorem 2 and is therefore
omitted.
Theorem 3. For 42 f <r, Lr, f (r&2)-LUSC(2 f &2).
The previous result concludes our investigation of
languages Lr, f .
5. TRADING THE RANK FOR THE FAN-OUT
This section presents a construction for trading the rank
parameter for the fan-out parameter. We show that, for
f 2 and 3r<2 f, any grammar in r-LUSCG( f ) can
be converted into an equivalent grammar in (r&1)-
LUSCG(2 f &2). Furthermore, for f 1 and rmax
[2 f, 3], any grammar in r-LUSCG( f ) can be converted
into an equivalent grammar in (r&1)-LUSCG(2 f &1).
This improves a previous result presented in [12], showing
that r-LUSC( f )(r&1)-LUSC(2 f ) for f 1 and r3.3
Using results from Section 4, we also show that our con-
struction is optimal in the range f 2 and rmax[ f, 3].
The construction in the proof of the next result is rather
complex; we informally describe here the main idea underly-
ing it. Let G # r-LUSCG( f ), r<2 f, and let p=((A1 , ...,
At)  (:1 , ..., :t)) be a production of G of rank r. The most
difficult case we have to deal with is the one in which t= f
and there is at least one occurrence of a nonterminal symbol
in each :i . Fix some way of completely rewriting all the
occurrences of the nonterminal symbols in the right-hand
tuple of p, using a sequence p1 , p2 , ..., pr of productions of
G. Consider all the occurrences of nonterminal symbols
appearing in some :i before or after all other occurrences of
a nonterminal symbol in :i . Since r<2 f, a counting argu-
ment shows that there exists some pd , 1dr, satisfying
one of the following conditions: (a) pd rewrites two of the
occurrences considered above; or (b) pd rewrites one of the
occurrences considered above, and this is the only
occurrence of a nonterminal in some :i .
Let us consider next all the occurrences of nonterminal
symbols in the right-hand tuple of p that are not rewritten
by pd . We group together all such occurrences that belong
to the same :i and are not separated by any occurrence of
a nonterminal rewritten by pd . From (a) and (b) above, it
follows that there cannot be more than 2 f &2 groups. This
observation is used to simulate the fixed application of p in
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several steps, using new productions of rank smaller than r
and of fan-out not greater than 2 f &2.
In all other cases, that is when t< f or when t= f and
some :i is a terminal string, it suffices to choose pd in such
a way that it rewrites at least one nonterminal appearing in
some :i before or after all other occurrences of nonterminal
symbols in :i . (Obviously, such a production pd necessarily
exists.) We now give a formal proof of the result.
Theorem 4. Let f 2 and 3r<2 f. Then we have
r-LUSC( f )(r&1)-LUSC(2 f &2).
Proof. Let G=(VN , VT , P, S) be a grammar in
r-LUSCG( f ). Without loss of generality, we assume that
every production in P with left-hand tuple (S) has rank
smaller than r. We construct G$=(V$N , VT , P$, S) such that
G$ # (r&1)-LUSCG(2 f &2) and L(G$)=L(G). In order to
do this, we need to introduce some definitions.
Let p # P be a production with right-hand tuple
(:1 , ..., :t). Let also A, B # VN , u, v # V*T and # # (VN _
VT)*. If for some i, 1it, :i=uA#Bv or :i=uB#Av, we
say that the indicated occurrence of A occupies one bound-
ary position within the right-hand tuple of p. If :i=uAv, we
say that the indicated occurrence of A occupies two bound-
ary positions within the right-hand tuple of p. In all the
remaining cases, an occurrence of a nonterminal symbol
does not occupy any boundary position within the right-
hand tuple of p. Finally, we say that n0 boundary posi-
tions are overall occupied by a given sequence of dis-
tinguished occurrences of nonterminal symbols within the
right-hand tuple of p, if the sum of the number of boundary
positions occupied by each occurrence in the sequence
amounts to n. Note that there can be no more than
2.( p)2 f boundary positions that are overall occupied by
occurrences of nonterminal symbols within the right-hand
tuple of p. The bound 2 f is met if and only if t= f and for
every i, 1i f, :i includes at least one nonterminal.
Let p # P be of the form (A1 , ..., At)  (:1 , ..., :t) and let
p$ # P have left-hand tuple of the form (B1 , ..., Bt$), where
t, t$1. Let also C=(c1 , c2 , ..., ct) be a tuple such that, for
each 1it, ci=(ci, 1 , ci, 2 , ..., ci, qi) is a tuple of integers
with qi0 and 0ci, 1< } } } <ci, qi|:i |&1. C is used
below to indicate sequences of distinguished occurrences of
nonterminal symbols appearing in the right-hand tuple of p
that can be rewritten by p$. A cut for G is a tuple _=
( p, p$, C), with p, p$, and C specified as above, satisfying the
following additional conditions:
(i) for each 1it, :i can be written in the form
:i=:i, 0Di, 1:i, 2 :i, 2 } } } :i, qi&1Di, qi :i, qi , (22)
with Di, j # VN , :i, h # (VN _ VT)* and |:i, 0Di, 1:i, 1 } } }
Di, j&1:i, j&1 |=ci, j , 1 jqi , 0hqi (:i=:i, 0 if qi=0,
following our convention);
(ii) the multiset [B1 , ..., Bt$] equals the multiset
[D1, 1 , D1, 2 , ..., D1, q1 , D2, 1 , ..., Dt, qt]; and
(iii) let bC be the number of boundary positions that are
overall occupied by the indicated occurrences of nonter-
minals Di, j within the right-hand tuple of p. If f =t and each
:i includes at least one nonterminal, then bC 2; in all other
cases, bC 1.
Note that from condition (ii) above we have ti=1 qi=t$.
Let 7 denote the (finite) set of all cuts for G. Given _ # 7, in
what follows we will freely make use of strings :i, j ’s, sym-
bols Di, j ’s, and indices t, t$, and qi ’s implicitly defined by _
as above.
We can now specify the grammar G$. Let P(r)=[ p | p # P,
\( p)=r]. For _ # 7, let also S_=[Di, j , :i, h | 1it,
1 jqi , 0hqi]. We define
V$N=VN _ [[:, _] | _ # 7, : # S_].
We also define P$=(P&P(r)) _ P(<r), where set P(<r) is
constructed as follows. Let 6 be the production set of
der(G). Choose a cut _=( p, p$, C) such that p # P(r),
p=((A1 , ..., At)  (:1 , ..., :t)), and p$ is found in the right-
hand side of some production in 6 having the form p  !,
|!|r. On the basis of condition (iii) above, we distinguish
four cases.
Case 1. t= f, :i includes at least one nonterminal sym-
bol for every i, 1it, and among the occurrences of
nonterminals Di, j in the right-hand tuple of p indicated by
_, at least two occupy one boundary position each. This
means that there exist integers k, k$, h, and h$ with 1k
k$t, h # [0, qk], and h$ # [0, qk$], such that qk , qk$>1,
:k, h , :k$, h$ # V*T , and (k, h){(k$, h$). Assume that k{k$
and h=h$=0. Then we add to P(<r) the production
(A1 , ..., At)  (:$1 , ..., :$t), (23)
where
:$i=[:i, 0 , _][Di, 1 , _][:i, 1 , _] } } }
[:i, qi&1 , _][Di, qi , _][:i, qi , _], (24)
for 1it, i  [k, k$], and
:$k=:k, 0[Dk, 1 , _][:k, 1 , _] } } }
[:k, qk&1 , _][Dk, qk , _][:k, qk , _], (25)
:$k$=:k$, 0[Dk$, 1 , _][:k$, 1 , _] } } }
[:k$, qk$&1 , _][Dk$, qk$ , _][:k$, qk$ , _]. (26)
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We also add to P(<r) the production
([:1, 0 , _], [:1, 1 , _], ..., [:k&1, qk&1 , _], [:k, 1 , _], ...,
[:k$&1, qk$&1 , _], [:k$, 1 , _], ..., [:t, qt , _])
 (:1, 0 , :1, 1 , ..., :k&1, qk&1 , :k, 1 , ...,
:k$&1, qk$&1 , :k$, 1 , ..., :t, qt) (27)
and the production
([D1, 1 , _], [D1, 2 , _], ..., [D1, q1 , _],
[D2, 1 , _], ..., [Dt, qt , _])
 (D1, 1 , D1, 2 , ..., D1, q1 , D2, 1 , ..., Dt, qt). (28)
(In (28) the left-hand tuple contains all symbols [Di, j , _]
and the right-hand tuple contains all symbols Di, j , 1it
and 1 jqi .) The remaining cases for k, k$, h, and h$ are
treated similarly.
Case 2. t= f, each :i includes at least one nonterminal
symbol, and at least one of the occurrences of nonterminals
Di, j in the right-hand tuple of p indicated by _ occupies two
boundary positions. Then there exists an integer k, 1kt,
such that qk=1 and :k, 0 , :k, 1 # V*T. In this case we add to
P(<r) the production in (23), where :$i is specified as in (24),
for 1it, i{k, and
:$k=:k, 0[Dk, 1 , _] :k, 1 , (29)
We also add to P(<r) the production
([:1, 0 , _], [:1, 1 , _], ..., [:k&1, qk&1 , _],
[:k+1, 0 , _], ..., [:t, qt , _])
 (:1, 0 , :1, 1 , ..., :k&1, qk&1 , :k+1, 0 , ..., :t, qt) (30)
and the production in (28).
Case 3. t= f and some :i is a terminal string. From
condition (iii) in the definition of cut, we have that at least
one of the occurrences of nonterminals Di, j in the right-
hand tuple of p indicated by _ occupies one boundary posi-
tion. Then there exist integers k, k$, and h with 1k, k$t,
and h # [0, qk], such that qk1, :k, h # V*T , and :k$ # V*T.
Assume k$>k and h=0. We add to P(<r) the production in
(23), where :$i is specified as in (24) for 1it, i  [k, k$],
and
:$k=:k, 0[Dk, 1 , _][:k, 1 , _] } } } [:k, qk&1 , _]
[Dk, qk , :][:k, qk , _], (31)
:$k$=:k$, 0 . (32)
We also add to P(<r) the production
([:1, 0 , _], [:1, 1 , _], ..., [:k&1, qk&1 , _], [:k, 1 , _], ...,
[:k$&1, qk$&1 , _], [:k$+1, 0 , _], ..., [:t, qt , _])
 (:1, 0 , :1, 1 , ..., :k&1, qk&1 , :k, 1 , ..., :k$&1, qk$&1 ,
:k$+1, 0 , ..., :t, qt) (33)
and the production in (28). The case k$<k and the case
h=qk are treated similarly.
Case 4. t< f. Again, we have that at least one of the
occurrences of nonterminals Di, j in the right-hand tuple of
p indicated by _ occupies one boundary position. Then
there exist integers k and h with 1kt and h # [0, qk],
such that qk1 and :k, h # V*T. Assume that h=0. We add
to P(<r) the production in (23), where :$i is specified as in
(24), for 1it, i{k, and :$k is specified as in (31). We also
add to P(<r) the production
([:1, 0 , _], [:1, 1 , _], ..., [:k&1, qk&1 , _],
[:k, 1 , _], ..., [:t, qt , _])
 (:1, 0 , :1, 1 , ..., :k&1, qk&1 , :k, 1 , ..., :t, qt) (34)
and the production in (28). The case h=qk is treated
similarly.
This ends the four possible cases for cut ( p, p$, C). The
above process is iterated for every possible choice of _ # 7
satisfying the conditions specified in the construction. This
completes the specification of G$.
A careful proof that L(G$)=L(G) would require induc-
tion on the height of the derivation trees of the derivation
grammars der(G) and der(G$), representing derivations of
sentential forms of G and G$, respectively. Only an informal
but intuitive argument will be provided in what follows.
If a derivation in G derives a sentential form whose string
component is #, below we simply say that G derives #. To
show L(G$)L(G), from a derivation in G$ we construct a
derivation in G such that the two derive the same terminal
string. Let ’$ be a derivation in G$ deriving some terminal
string. Consider first all the applications in ’$ of productions
added to P(<r) by Case 1 in the above construction. These
productions always come in groups composed by:
v a production p$ specified as in (23), (24), (25), and
(26), associated with a cut _ # 7, _=( p, pd , C), and p # P(r);
v two productions p1 , p2 associated with p$ as specified
in (27) and (28).
To see this, observe that the right-hand tuple of p$ can
only be rewritten using productions p1 and p2 . Also, p1 and
p2 can only be applied to rewrite the right-hand tuple of p$.
Consider now an application in ’$ of productions p$, p1 , and
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p2 described above, such that p1 and p2 rewrite in ’$ all the
occurrences of nonterminal symbols introduced by p$.
Productions p$ and p have the same left-hand tuple, and the
considered application of p$, p1 , and p2 introduces in ’$ the
right-hand tuple of p. It is immediate to see that occurrences
of nonterminal symbols that were equivalent after the
application of p$, p1 , and p2 are still equivalent if we replace
the application of these productions with a single applica-
tion of p. Similar arguments apply to the application of
productions introduced in P(<r) by Cases 2, 3, and 4 above.
In this way we can then construct a derivation in G deriving
the same terminal string as ’$. This entails L(G$)L(G).
To see that L(G$)$L(G), consider a derivation ’ in G
deriving a terminal string and consider an application of a
production p # P(r) in ’, with p=((A1 , ..., At)  (:1 , ..., :t)).
Let p  p1p2 } } } pn , nr, be the production of the derived
grammar der(G) that describes the complete rewriting of the
occurrences of the nonterminal symbols introduced in ’ by
the considered application of p. Assume first that t= f and
that, for every i, 1it, :i includes at least one nonter-
minal symbol. As already observed, in this case exactly 2 f
boundary positions are overall occupied by the occurrences
of nonterminal symbols within the right-hand tuple of p.
Since nr<2 f, by a counting argument there must be
some d, 1dn, such that at least two boundary positions
are overall occupied by the occurrences of the nonterminal
symbols in ’ that are rewritten by pd . Then there is a cut
_=( p, pd , C) such that the integers in the tuples of C iden-
tify all the occurrences of the nonterminal symbols intro-
duced in ’ by the right-hand tuple of p that are rewritten by
pd . The cut _ must have been considered at some point in
the construction of P(<r) above. It is not difficult to see that
the productions added to P(<r) in correspondence with the
choice of _ (either in Case 1 or in Case 2 in the construction)
can be used to replace the considered application of p in ’.
If instead we have t< f, or t= f and some :i is a terminal
string, there obviously is some d, 1dn, such that at least
one boundary position is overall occupied by the occurren-
ces of the nonterminal symbols in ’ that are rewritten by pd .
Again, there is a cut _=( p, pd , C) such that the integers in
the tuples of C identify all the occurrences of the nonter-
minal symbols introduced in ’ by the right-hand tuple of p
that are rewritten by pd . The cut _ must have been con-
sidered at some point, and consequently some productions
are added to P(<r) (either by Case 3 or by Case 4) that can
be used to replace the considered application of p in ’. The
above argument can be iterated for each application in ’ of
a production in P(r). We thus obtain a derivation in G$
deriving the same terminal string as ’. We can then con-
clude that L(G$)$L(G).
To conclude the proof, we must show that G$ # (r&1)-
LUSCG(2 f &2). We only need to consider set P(<r). Let p$
be a production introduced in P(<r) by Case 1 above. If p$
has the form in (23), with its right-hand tuple specified as in
(24), (25), and (26), then it must have been introduced in
P(<r) starting from some choice of _ # 7, with _=( p, pd , C)
and p # P(r). From the hypotheses of Case 1 we have
.( p)= f. Since p$ and p have the same left-hand tuple, we
also have .( p$)= f, and thus .( p$)2 f &2 for f 2.
Furthermore, since p$ can only be rewritten using the
productions in P(<r) associated with p and _ as in (27) and
(28), as already observed, we have \( p$)=2r&1 for
r3.
If p$ is instead specified as in (27), let _=( p, pd , C) be the
cut that has been chosen in correspondence of the insertion
of p$ in P(<r), where .( p)= f. Consider the tuple
{=([:1, 0 , _], [:1, 1 , _], ..., [:1, q1 , _],
[:2, 0 , _], ..., [:f, qf , _]), (35)
of all [:i, j , _], 1i f and 0 jqi . As already observed,
from condition (ii) in the definition of cut we have
 fi=1 qi=.( pd). Then the number of components in {,
written |{|, can be bounded from above as
|{|= :
f
i=1
(qi+1)=.( pd)+ f 2 f, (36)
since pd belongs to P. Observe that the left-hand tuple of p$
is obtained from { by deleting two components (see again
(27)). Then we have .( p$)2 f &2. To see that \( p$)
r&1, assume the contrary. Then we have that the occurren-
ces of the nonterminals in the right-hand tuple of p$ can be
rewritten using more than r&1 productions of G$. This in
turn means that production p # P(r) has rank greater than r,
contrary to the definition of G.
If p$ is specified as in (28), we consider the cut
_=( p, pd , C) that has been chosen in correspondence to
the insertion of p$ in P(<r). We have .( p$)=.( pd) f, since
pd belongs to P, and thus .( p$)2 f &2 for f 2. Further-
more, if \( p$)>1 it is not difficult to see that p # P(r) will
have rank greater than r, again contradicting the definition
of G.
Conclusions similar to those presented above can be
drawn when considering productions that have been intro-
duced in P(<r) by Case 2 in the construction of G$.
We now consider the case of a production p$ introduced
in P(<r) by Case 3. If p$ has the form in (23) or the form in
(28), we can apply previous arguments. If p$ is instead
specified as in (33), we again observe that the left-hand tuple
of p$ is obtained from tuple { in (35) by deleting two of its
components. Then we can use the bound in (36) to conclude
that .( p$)2 f &2. The fact that \( p$)r&1 can be
shown exploiting the same argument used for productions
of the form in (27).
Finally, let p$ be a production introduced in P(<r) by
Case 4. We consider here the case in which p$ has the form
in (34); all other cases can be treated using previous
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arguments. Production p$ has been inserted in P(<r) in
correspondence to the choice of some cut _=( p, pd , C).
This time the left-hand tuple of p$ can be obtained from { by
deleting one of its components. Then we have (see again
(36)) .( p$)=|{|&1=.( pd)+t&12 f &2, since .( pd)
 f, and t< f from the hypothesis of Case 4. The fact that
\( p$)r&1 can be shown exploiting the same argument
used for productions of the form in (27). K
Using results from Section 4, we can now show that, in a
restricted range, the construction provided by Theorem 4 is
optimal.
Theorem 5. For f 2 and max[ f, 3]r<2 f we have
both
(i) r-LUSC( f )(r&1)-LUSC(2 f &2); and
(ii) r-LUSC( f )3 (r&1)-LUSC(2 f &3).
Proof. Statement (i) has already been established (our
Theorem 4). From Example 3 we have Lr+1, f # r-LUSC( f )
for 1 f r. But from Theorem 2 we have Lr+1, f  (r&1)-
LUSC(2 f &3) for 2 f r<2 f. This proves (ii). K
As already discussed, the construction presented in the
proof of Theorem 4 makes crucial use of the following fact.
Let p be a production of a grammar G # r-LUSCG( f ) such
that .( p)= f and each string component in the right-hand
tuple of p includes at least a nonterminal symbol. If the
right-hand tuple of p is rewritten using productions
p1 , p2 , ..., pr , r1, and if r<2 f, then there always exists
some d, 1dr, such that at least two boundary positions
are overall occupied by the occurrences of the nonterminal
symbols in the right-hand tuple of p that are rewritten by pd
(and we can indicate these occurrences by means of a cut
_=( p, pd , C)). When r2 f, this might no longer be the
case. It should be clear, however, that there always exists
some d, 1dr, such that at least one boundary position
is overall occupied by the occurrences of the nonterminal
symbols in the right-hand tuple of p that are rewritten by pd .
Using this fact we can establish the following result, whose
proof is omitted here since it exactly parallels the proof of
Theorem 4.
Theorem 6. Let f 1 and let rmax[2 f, 3]. Then
r-LUSC( f )(r&1)-LUSC(2 f &1).
We now show that the result in Theorem 6 is optimal for
f 2.
Theorem 7. For 42 f r we have both
(i) r-LUSC( f )(r&1)-LUSC(2 f &1); and
(ii) r-LUSC( f )3 (r&1)-LUSC(2 f &2).
Proof. Statement (i) has already been shown (see
Theorem 6). From Example 3 we have Lr+1, f # r-LUSC( f )
for 1 f r and, hence, for 42 f r. But from Theorem 3
we have Lr+1, f  (r&1)-LUSC(2 f &2), for 42 f r,
which proves (ii). K
6. DISCUSSION
Two abstract generative resources can be naturally
defined for the family of finite copying parallel rewriting
languages, called the independent and the synchronized
parallelism. As already mentioned in the Introduction, dif-
ferent finite copying parallel rewriting systems implement
these two resources through different descriptional com-
plexity measures, and all these complexity measures are
directly related, in the sense that different systems defined by
the same bounds on these measures generate the same
languages. This gives rise to what we have called the finite
copying hierarchy, where each element Lr, f , r, f 1, is the
subclass of finite copying parallel rewriting languages with
degree of independent parallelism bounded by r and degree
of synchronized parallelism bounded by f.
Through the investigation of classes r-LUSC( f ), this
paper has presented separation results and inclusion rela-
tions for several elements of the finite copying hierarchy.
Theorems 5 and 7, when combined together, provide
necessary and sufficient conditions to determine when
classes Lr, f and Lr&1, f $ are incomparable or are included
one in the other, for f, f $2 and rmax[ f, 3]. In order to
extend the result to the full half of the finite copying
hierarchy defined by 1 f r, we discuss here the bound-
ary cases that have been left out of Section 5. In the case
f =1 we have that Lr, 1 is the well-known class of context-
free languages for each r2 (see [5]). Then, for r3, in
Lr, 1 we can always decrease of one unit the degree of inde-
pendent parallelism without having to increase the degree of
synchronized parallelism. (This can be shown using
standard results on binary normal forms for context-free
grammars; see, for instance, [8].) It is a well-known fact
that there exist context-free languages not contained in any
of the subclasses L1, f , f 1 (see [5]). Since we have
already observed that L2, 1 is the class of context-free
languages, we conclude that in L2, 1 a decrease in the degree
of independent parallelism can never be compensated by an
increase in the degree of synchronized parallelism.
We close by posing some open problems. This paper has
only been concerned with separationinclusion results
between subclasses in the two-dimensional hierarchy whose
degree of independent parallelism differ by one unit. Cases
in which the degree of independent parallelism is decreased
by $2 still need to be investigated. For instance, when
$=2, f 2, and r2 f, there is a gap between relation
Lr, f Lr&2, 3 f following from the already cited [12,
Theorem 11], and relation Lr, f 3 Lr&2, 2 f &2 following
from Theorem 7. Furthermore, a full half of the finite copy-
ing hierarchy still remains uncovered by the presented
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results. Indeed, it is not difficult to see that, for r< f, the
relation in Theorem 4 is not optimal, as far as the trading of
the two complexity measures is concerned. Solutions to
these problems will provide the full understanding of the
two-dimensional hierarchy that we are lacking at present.
We believe that the original techniques used in this paper,
based on the notion of rendezvous, can be generalized in
order to attack the above problems.
A. APPENDIX
We supply here the missing proofs for Lemma 1 and
Lemma 2 of Section 3, whose statements are repeated
below. The proofs in this appendix make use of the notion
of graph and of some related concepts. Again, we refer the
reader to [7] for basic definitions. Let Gr, f=([r], Er, f) be
the directed graph introduced in Definition 5, 1 f <r.
For a set V[r], the subgraph of Gr, f induced by V is the
directed graph (V, (V) ), where
(V )=[(i, j ) | (i, j ) # Er, f , i, j # V ].
In other words, (V, (V) ) is obtained by removing from
Gr, f all vertices not in V and all edges incident upon each of
the removed vertices. (Below, the graph Gr, f will always be
understood from the context.) For each AV (r, f )T , let
VA =[i | ai, j # A]. The graph (VA , (VA ) ) will be called
GA below. Observe that we have GA =GA .
Let w be a string in Lr, f . We have already observed that,
since _r, f corresponds to an Eulerian cycle, we have
rv(ai, j , ai $, j $ , w)1 for every ai, j , ai $, j $ # V (r, f )T with
ai, j {ai $, j $ , that is there is at most one occurrence of each
string ai, j ai $, j $ in w. Consider all the occurrences in w of
strings of the above kind. Language Lr, f has been constructed
be establishing a one-to-one correspondence between the set
Er, f &[(r, 1)] and the above occurrences. More precisely,
from Definitions 6 and 7 it directly follows that edge
(i, i $) # (Er, f &[(r, 1)]) and the occurrence of string
ai, j ai $, j $ correspond if j=[_r, f](k) and j $=[_r, f](k+1),
where k is the unique integer in [ f ] such that _r, f (k)=i
and _r, f (k+1)=i $. Since this holds independently of the
choice of w, it is easy to see that, for every AV (r, f )T , we
have
rv(A )|(VA ) |, (37)
and the inequality strictly holds whenever (r, 1) # (VA ) . To
prove our upper bounds for quantities rv(A ) below, we
then count the edges of GA and apply (37)
Lemma 1. Let 1 f <r and let ai, j , ai $, j $ # V (r, f )T , i{i $.
If r2 f, we have:
(i) rv([ai, j , ai $, j $])2;
(ii) rv([a1, j , ar, j $])1.
If r>2 f, we have
(iii) rv([ai, j , ai $, j $])1;
(iv) rv([a1, j , ar, j $])=0.
Proof. We implicitly use relation (37). Let A=
[ai, j , ai $, j $]. Relations (i) and (iii) follow from the fact that
GA has no more than two edges, and no more than one
edge if r>2 f. Note that, if i=1 and i $=r, then (r, 1) is an
edge of GA . Relations (ii) and (iv) then directly follow from
the proof of (i) and (iii), respectively and from the observa-
tion after (37). K
To prove some of the cases in Lemma 2 below, we need an
additional result. Let V[r]. If V=[i1 , i2 , ..., iq], q1,
and ik+ r 1=ik+1 for 1k<q, we say that V is an interval.
If |(V) ||(V$) | for every V$[r] with |V$|=|V|, we say
that V is maximal
Lemma 9. Let f 1, r>2 f, and let V[r]. If V is an
interval then V is maximal.
Proof. For a set V$[r], we define
$(V$, Gr, f)=[(i, j ) | (i, j ) # Er, f , |[i, j] & V$|=1];
that is $(V$, Gr, f) is the set of edges of Gr, f that are between
vertices in V$ and vertices in [r]&V$. We first prove the
following facts:
(i) V is maximal if and only if, for every V$[r] with
|V$|=|V|, we have |$(V, Gr, f)||$(V$, Gr, f)|;
(ii) V is maximal if and only if [r]&V is maximal;
(iii) if V is an interval and |V| f +1 then V is
maximal;
(iv) if V is an interval and |V|r& f &1 then V is
maximal;
(v) if V is an interval and f |V|r& f then we have
|$(V, Gr, f)|= f ( f +1);
(vi) if |V |r2, for every integer d with d1 and
2d<r, there exists an interval V$=[ j&d , j&d+1 , ...,
j&1, j0 , j1 , ..., jd&1 , jd] such that j0 # ([r]&V) and
|V$ & V|d.
(i) Since r>2 f, in Gr, f there is no more than one
edge between each two vertices. Consider the set of edges
incident upon any vertex in V. We can write 2 |(V ) |+
|$(V, Gr, f)|=2 f |V|. Then |(V ) | assumes the largest
possible value (with respect to other subsets of [r] of the
same cardinality) exactly when |$(V, Gr, f)| assumes the
smallest possible value.
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(ii) Since $(V, Gr, f)=$([r]&V, Gr, f), this directly
follows from (i).
(iii) The undirected graph underlying (V, (V ) ) is a
clique; hence, V must be maximal.
(iv) This directly follows from (ii) and (iii).
(v) Let V=[i1 , i2 , ..., iq].
Vertex ik , 1k f, has f &k+1 ingoing edges from
vertices in [r]&V. Then there are 12 ( f +1) f edges from
vertices in [r]&V to vertices in V. Similarly, vertex iq&k+1 ,
1k f, has f &k+1 outgoing edges to vertices in
[r]&V, and there are 12( f +1) f edges from vertices in V to
vertices in [r]&V.
(vi) It suffices to prove the statement for |V |=Wr2X.
Consider all possible intervals of the form V"=
[i1 , i2 , ..., id $], d $2d+1, such that i1 , id $ # V and
|V" & V |=d+1. If we always have d $>2d+1, that is
|V" & ([r]&V )|>d, we could easily conclude that
|[r]&V |>|V |, contrary to our assumptions. This is done
by taking a sequence of p intervals as above such that the
last vertex in an interval is the first vertex in the next interval
and such that pd is a multiple of |V |. We must therefore con-
clude that there exists some interval V" as above with no
more than d vertices in [r]&V. It is not difficult to see that
some vertex i # V" & ([r]&V ) satisfies (vi) with i= j0 .
Assume now that the statement of the lemma is false. Let
r be the smallest integer such that, for some f, there exists a
noninterval set V[r] such that in graph Gr, f we have
|(V ) |>|(V$) | for every interval V$[r] with |V$|=|V |.
From (iii) and (iv) we have that
f +2|V |r& f &2. (38)
From (v) and from the proof of (i) we have that
|$(V, Gr, f)|<( f +1) f. (39)
We can use (ii) and assume that |V |r2.
Taking d= f in (vi), we have that there must be a vertex
i0 # ([r]&V ) such that |$([i0], Gr, f) & $(V, Gr, f)| f;
that is, there are at least f edges between i0 and the vertices
in V. Let us remove i0 from the vertices of Gr, f . We then add
edges (ih , ik) to the resulting graph for each pair of vertices
ih , ik such that ih+ r ( f +1)=ik and (ih , i0) # Er, f . It is easy
to see that, after a suitable renaming of the vertices, the
resulting graph becomes Gr&1, f . Let V$ be the set of vertices
of Gr&1, f corresponding to the vertices V of Gr, f under the
used renaming (hence |V$|=|V | ). We have removed at least
f edges from $(V, Gr, f), and have successively added no
more than f edges to such set. Then we must have
|$(V$, Gr&1, f)||$(V, Gr, f)|. (40)
Putting (39) and (40) together we have |$(V$, Gr&1, f )|<
( f +1) f. If V"[r&1] is an interval with |V"|=|V$| , we
must have $(V", Gr&1, f)=( f +1) f, since |V"|=|V | and
we can use (38) to apply (v). Hence we have $(V$, Gr&1, f)<
$(V", Gr&1, f). We can then conclude, using the proof of (i),
that |(V$) |>|(V") | (where both |(V$) | and |(V") | are
the induced edge sets on Gr&1, f), contrary to our choice
of r. K
Finally, we can give our proof of Lemma 2. Recall that
Cq= 12q(q&1), q0, is the number of edges in an undirected
graph which is a clique with q vertices, and 2Cq is the num-
ber of edges in a directed clique with q vertices.
Lemma 2. Let 1 f <r and let AV (r, f )T , |A |=qf. If
r2 f, we have the following upper bounds:
(i) rv(A )2Cq , for 1q f &1;
(ii) rv(A )2Cq&(q&2), for q= f and qr&2;
(iii) rv(A ) fr&2 f (r&q)+2Cr&q , for f +1qr.
If r>2 f, we have the following upper bounds:
(iv) rv(A )Cq , for 1q f ;
(v) rv(A )Cf+ f (q& f ), for f +1qr& f ;
(vi) rv(A )Cf+ f (q& f )+Cq&(r& f )+1 , for r& f +
1qr.
Proof. In what follows we use the fact that GA can be
obtained from Gr, f by removing r&q vertices and the
respective edges, as already observed. We also make implicit
use of relation (37).
(i) Since GA has q vertices, this is trivial.
(ii) We prove this by induction on r&q2. When
r&q=2, a vertex i of GA has q&1 outgoing edges if there
exists i $ # [r] such that i $+r 1=i and i $ does not belong to
VA ; otherwise vertex i has q&2 outgoing edges. Hence
q&2 vertices of GA have q&2 outgoing edges, which
proves the bound. When r&q>2, we can remove from Gr, q
any vertex not in VA without decreasing |(VA ) |. After
having renamed the vertices of the resulting graph, we can
apply the inductive hypothesis.
(iii) Graph Gr, f has fr edges and there are 2 f edges inci-
dent upon each of its vertices. Observe that 2Cr&q is an
upper bound on the number of edges of Gr, f that are
between the vertices in [r]&VA . Then 2 f (r&q)&2Cr&q
is a lower bound on the number of edges that must be
removed from Gr, f in order to obtain GA .
In the case r>2 f, we can use Lemma 9 and assume that
VA =[i1 , i2 , ..., iq], q1, is an interval.
(iv) Cq is the number of edges of GA , since VA is a set
of adjacent vertices.
(v) Vertices 1, ..., f give a contribution Cf to the bound
(as in (iv)). The term f (q& f ) accounts for the fact that, for
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f +1kr& f, vertex k in GA has f ingoing edges and no
outgoing edge to vertices 1, ..., k&1.
(vi) The term Cq&(r& f )+1 accounts for the fact that, for
r& f +1kr, vertex k in GA has k&(r& f ) outgoing
edges to vertices 1, ..., k&1. The remaining terms come
from (v). K
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